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SUMMARY 

Wind+tunnel tests have been made of a semispan model of an 
unswept VFng of aspect ratio 4 and a taper ratio of 0.50, equipped 
with leading- and trailbg-edge flaps. Thebasicairfoilprofile 
was a diamond having a maxlmumthickness of 4.5 percent of the chord. 
The 50-ipercent--chord 1Fne of the wing was normal to the plane df 
symmetry- The purpose of the tests was to determine the l-peed 
aerodynamic characteristics of the King as affeated by the separate 
or conibJned deflections of a full-span, constant--chord, leadwdge, 
plaFnflapandapartial-span, constant-chord,trailiq-edge flapof 
either the plak or split type. 

Lift, drag, and pitch-msnt data at a Mach nw&er of 0.30 
and a Reynolds nuniber of 3,OCO,OoO are presented for leading- 
and trail-age flaps deflected separately and in conihination. 
The maxbum lift coefficients obtained OR the wing were as follows: 

1.45 with the trail~dge split flap and the leading-edge 
flap deflected 

1.39 with the trailing-edge plain flap and the leadwdge 
flap deflected 

1.26 with the trailedge split flap deflected 

1.16 with-the trailwdge plain flap deflected 

1.04 tith the lead-age flap deflected 

0.74 with all flaps Qeutral (plain wing) 

. 
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The leadwdgs flap was particularly effective in Improving the 
pitching-moment characteristics of the wing, whether the flap 
was deflected alone or in combination with either of the trailing- 
edge flaps. Any of the flaps were effective in improvkg the lift- 
drag ratio-at the higher lift coefficfents. 

The effects of scale and modification of the diamond profile 
by rounding the ridges were also investigated for a combination of 
plainlead~and trailiqye'dge flaps, optimum for maximum lift. 

. The wing characteristics were little affected by profile modffication 
or variation of the Reynolds number. 

INTRODUCTION 

For supersonic aircraft, the wings of which are not swept behind 
the Mach cone, airfoil sections -with sharp leading edges are considered 
necessary to minimSze the drag due to wave resistance. The naximum 
lift of such a wing profile at subsonic speeds is relatively low due 
to the occurrence of lamimr sepa+ion.at the WFP@; leading edge at _ ._ -. -- 
small angles of attack Accc%diugly, a%%lliarp lift-producing devices 
are essential to provide the aircraft with acceptable lamding.and 
tatiff characteristics. 

In order to ascertain the effectiveness of constant-chord lead- 
and trailiwdge flaps applied to such a uing, tests of a semispan 
model have been conducted in the Ames Moot pressure wind tunnel. 
!l?he model represented a wing of aspect ratio 4, a taper ratio of 0.50, 
with a sharp-edge diamond profile of thickness ratio 0.045. The 
tests were made at Mach nunibers of 0.20 and 0.30 and at a range of 
Reynolds numbers from 3,000,000 to 10,000,OQO. 
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The following symbols are used fn this report: 

lift coefficient 

drag coeffisient 

pitching-moms& coefficient about quartex-chord point of 

the wing mean aerodynamic chord pitching moment 
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- lift coefficient 

incremnt of mxhlm lift coefficient due to flap deflecthxl 

angle of attack of whgychord plane, degrees 

angle of attack at maximmlift 

lead-a flap deflection, positive d oumard, degrees 

trail-age plain-flap deflection, positive downward, 
degrees 

trailin%edge split-flap deflection, positive doumardf 
degrees 

Machnuziber 

Reynolds llumber 

area of the semispan m, square feet 

wing mean aerodynamic churd, churd through centroid of area 
of wing semispan plan form, feet 

local chord, feet 

freHtream dynamio pressure (SF), pounds per square foot 

mass densityofair, slugs per ctiic foot 

airspeed, feet per second 

viscosity of ati, slugs per foot-second 

speed of sound, feet per second 

The tests were conducted in tha Ames lSfoot wind tunnel which 
is a closed+throat, ~~~~e~ftyxindtunnelvlthalowturbulence 
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level, closely apprcziznating that of free air. A description of the 
tuanelwi3.l be found in reference 1. 

The semispan mibdel used in this investigation was the same as 
that used in the tests reported in reference 1. The effective 
geonstric aspect ratio was 4 and the taper ratio was 0.50. The 
5CGpercent-chord line of the wing was normal to the free stream. The 
initial wing profile was a diamond section having a thickness ratio of 
0.045. Subsequent modification by rounding of the ridges resulted 
in a thickness ratio of 0.042. 

The wIngwas fittedwitha full-pan, constant-chord, leading- 
edge, plalnflapandwithapartisl-s~, constantchord, trailing- 
edge flap of either the split or plain type. The dwnsions of the 
wingareshownInfigure1. Thearea oftheleadwdge flapwas 
15 percent of the total wing area and that of the trailing-edge 
flaps was 12 percent. Thetwotrail~dge flaps were geometricaUy 
similar inplanform. The unsealed gapbetwsentheplainflaps and 
the wing was 0.015 inch with the flaps undeflected. 

The model was constructed of eolld steel and was mounted in 
thetunnelas showninfigure 2. The plainflaps were hingedand 
were held rigidly at given deflections by steel angle plates. The 
split flap was held in position on the wing by wooden blocks as 
shown in figure 2. The deflection of the flaps ilnder aerodynamic 
loads was negligible. 

CORFGCTIORS TODATA 

The data have been corrected for effect6 of tunnel-wall inter- 
ference and model-support tare forces. Because of the small size of 
the model and the low Nch numbers, corrections for constriction due 
to the tunnel walls were negligible. 

The data have been corrected for tunnel-wall interference by 
the method of reference 2. The following corrections were added: 

' ha = 0.363 c, 

Tare corrections due to air forces exerted on the exposed area of 
the turntable were obtained from force measurements made with the 
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model removed from the tunnel. Possible interference effects between 
the model and the turntable were not evaluated but they are believed 
to be small. The magnitude of the lllsasured tare drag varied with 
Reynolds number and had the following values based on the wing area: 

Reynolds number CD Tare 

2,000,OC-O 0.0063 

6,000,000 l m57 

1o,OCO,oCO .OO56 

Lift, drag, and pitch-msnt data were obtained as a function 
of the angle of attack for both xlng profiles. Data were obtained at 
a Mach number of 0.30 and a Reynolds number of 3,000,ooO for the 
flap deflections given in the table below: 

Lea&n--flap 
deflectfon, b 

bd 

0 

20 

25 

30 

35 

p-aTling-edgeplain--flap Trailinwdge split+ 
deflection, sp 

(yf 1 

flap deflection, 6sf 

'7-T 2 

0, 20, 40, 50, 60 0, 40, 50, 60, 70 

0 (round-i- profile) 0 

0, 50, 60 40, 50, 60 

0, 50, 60 4% 50, 60 

0, 50, 60 40, 50, 60, 70 

ISharp-ridge profile except as noted. 
2R0una-ridge profib. 

L 
. 

. 
l 
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Data were obtained on both the sharp-ridge and the round+idge 
profile at a Mach mmiber of 0.20 for a range of Reynolds numbers 
from 3,000,OOO to lO,OOO,OOC with a deflection of the leading- 
edge flap S, of 30° and a deflection of the trafling+dge plain 
flap 8f of 500. 

RESQLTS 

The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the 
wing as affectea by individual deflections of the two tgpes of 
trailing+dge flaps and of the leading-edge flap are presented 
in figures 3 to 5 and for various co&in&ions of lesding- 
and trailing-edge flap deflections in figures 6 and 7. These 
data were obtained at a Reynolds nu&er of 3,QOO,OOO and a Mach 
number of 0.30. 

Figure 8 shows the effect of male and the effect of rounding 
the wing ridges on the eerodynemic characteristics of the wing 
with the leading+Mge flap and the trailing-edge plain flap 
deflected. These data were obtained at a Mach number of 0.20 and 
Reynolds nmibers of 3,000,000, ~,OOO,OOO, and 10,000,000. 

DISCUSSION 

Maximum Lift Characteristics 

. 

!Phe following table summarizes the test dnta pertuining to 
maximum lift characteristics at a Mach number of Of30 and a 
Reynolds nu&er of 3,000,oOO: 
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Of thevsxiousmdelcomfiguratio.us tested,the trailing-edge splLt 
flap in conjunction with the leawdge flap produced the highest 
lIlaxhum lift. However, mibstftution of a plain flap for the split 
f~presulted~~sli~~reduceamaximumlift aa eormewhat 
improved the lift-drag ratio at msximmn lift. 

The increased lIft4rag ratios with the leading-edge flap 
deflected is evidence of the effectiveness of the leadinvdge 

. 
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flap in delaying the flow.sepaz%tion tiich occurs as a result of 
the shaq lea~dgeprofile. 'phe use of the leading-edge flap 
in canjunction with either of the trailin~dge flaps reduced the 
pitchingmcment at maximumliftand greatly increased the sngle of 
attack of mEGbunn1fft. 

. 
The increment ofmaximumliftandthe angle of attack for- 

imumlift as function8 of flap angle witheach of the three flaps 
deflected independently sz% presented in figure 9. These data show . 
that the split flap produces as much as 25 percent greater ticrement 
ofmaxbmnliftthan the plainflap. The angle of attack for msxi- 
mum Uft was also higher for the split flap than for the plain flap. 

Pitchb@Ictment Characteristics 

Flarrs deflected indeuendentLv.-Ccuupsrison of the pitching- 
moment data of figures 3 to 5 indicatathe effects cf dsflecticms 
of the various flaps cm the rearwsrdmovemeptcf the aerodynamic 
center which, as noted in reference 1, stsrted at sn angle of 
attaok of approximately 6' for the pl&n wing. While deflection of 
the trailin~dge flaps had only a 8msJ-l effect on the angle of 
attack at which this movement started, deflection of the leading- 
ed@ flap delayed the movement to very near maxFmum lift. (See, 
e.g.> fig. 5(a).) 

The data for the wing with the trailing-e&s flaps deflected 
show that at zero lift there was a lazge af't movement of the center 
of pressure due to flap deflection, the lar*st portion Of this 
movement occurring for flap deflections less than 40°. 

Flaw deflected in combfnaticm.- Acctrrpsrieran of ths pitchine 
moment data of figure8 3 and6 for the plain flag and those Of 
figure8 4 and 7 for the split flap shows that deflectian of the 
lea-edge flap in ccmbinatian.with the deflection of the tratifne 
edge flap increases the lift coefficient at which the rearwar a move- 
ment of the aerodynamic center starts. This is further evidence cf 
the effectiveness of the leatig-sdfge flap in delaying the fluW 
eeparation caused bg the sharp leading edge. 

Drag Coefficients 

The drag data of figures 3,4,8&5 indicate thattheminimum 
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drag fncreases as the flaps sre deflected. 5 rate of rice of drag 
with lift decrease8 with increasing flap deflectian for both of the 
trailin~dg3'flapa. For the lea-edge flap, the rate of ri8e of 
drag with lift is decreased by flap deflection up to 25O but is 
liti&. sffected by deflection of the flap above 25'. 

Lif%DragIMio 

5 fiftrdrag ratio as a function of lift coefficient for the 
wing with vsxious deflections cxf the flaps is present& in figure 10. 
Figure8 10(a) and 10(b) show the lift&rag ratio of the wing with 
the two @pm of.trailing-edge fla,ps deflected. Ikflectiaof the 
flaps carraedareductian inthemsxlmurmlift-dragratio anda slight 
increase in the liftrdrag ratio at the higher lift coefficients, 
Figure 10(c) ahaws the lift-dragratio of the wzingwiththe lea- 
edgs flap dsflectea. With 20° of lea-w flap deflection, the 
n.uubmm lI.f+drag ratio was 17.7 percent abwe the valus of 14.1 
obtained with the plain wing. With the flap deflected 25O ormore, 
the mn.*lum lift-drag ratio was less then that of the pla.in tig. 
For all flsp deflections, the lift coefficient for maxImum lift- 
drag ratio increased tith increasing flap angle. The lif'tilrag 
ratio8 of thewingwithdeflectionof the leading+dge flap andthe 
trail3.n~~ flap opt- for maximumliftars preeentsdin' 
figure lo(d). 

5 Effect of Reynolds Runiber and Profils.MYodfficatian 

The effeot of Reynolds number onthe lift, drag, sndpitchlng-. 
moment ohsracteri8tics of the Mng with the lea-@3 flap 
deflected 300esdthe trailings platiflap dsflected50°is 
shown in ffgure 8, Data. are shown for the wing with the basin dia- 
mond profile snd also 112th the modified profile hav3ng round ridges. 
AtaReynoldsnMber of 3,000,000,rmdingthe ridges resultedin 
a rearward shift of the aerodynsmic center at high lift ooefficients. 
For the wing with ehszp ridgee, inoreasingths Reynoldsnumberfram 
~,OOO,OOO~~ 6,o00,000ree~lts ina s~brrearwsr dmovemsnt of the 
aerodynsmIo oenter and al80 causes a slight reduction in drag. For 
the modifiedwingwith round ridges, ti~rasIngReynoldf~ nuuiber had 
no effect other then to cause a slight reductim in the drag. 

. . 
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S-Y OF REmTs . 

The followTng results were obtained from the tests of a thin 
unswept wing equipped w5th constant-chord leading- and trailing-edge 
flaps: 

1. !J!he optimum flap angles for -imum lift and the corre- 
sponding values of maximum lift coefficient were as follows: ' 

I=dFng-eagephQ+ Trailing-edge plain7 Trailing-edge split- M%ximum 
flap deflection flap deflection flap deflection. lift coeffi- 

bs) (aed b-w) cient 

0 
0 
0 

25 

33: 

6i . 

---  

50” 

w-m 

0 
--- 

70 
0 

--- 
60 

0.74 
1.16 
1.26 
1.04 
1.39 
1.45 

2. 5 lea-w flap, whether used independently or in 
conjunction ~9th a trailing-edge flap, had a favomble influence on 
the pitchinvnt charactsristics of the wing. Deflection of this 
flap &&yea the flow sepsrati~ caused by the sha;rp leading edge 
as evidenced by. the higher lift coefficients at which the center of 
lift on the wing moved rearwsrd. 

3. 5zllaximum Uft-drag ratio was improved 17.7 percent over 
the value of 34.1 for the plain wing by deflection of the leading- 
edge flap. Deflection of either of the trailing-edge flaps for the 
range of flap angles tested reduced the maxirm,m lift-drag ratio but 
improved the lift-drag ratio at the higher lift coefficients. The 
lift-drag ratios at high lift coefficients were greater with the 
trail~ge plain flap than with the trailing-edge split flap. 

4. For the combinations of flap deflections tested, modification 
of the wing profile by rounding the ridges practically eliminated a 
s~oall scale effect evident in the pitchimment data at the higher 
lift coefficients. Variation of the Reynolds &er from 3,003,OoO 
to lO,OOO,OOO had 110 effect upon the lift and only slightly reduced 
the drag. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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R- 1.686 C 

Modified section, round ridge 
Figure /. -Semispun mode/ of u wing of aSP8Ct ratio 4, 

tested in #he /2-foof pressure wind funnel. 
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(u) W/ng wifh fhe f/ups undeflecfed. 

(b) Wing with fhe /eodhg- edge f&p absflected 30° ’ 
und fhe fru///np- edge split f/up deflected 60: 

figure 2.- Semlspun mode/ of o whg of uspecf rutio 
4, mounted in the Ames /2- foot pressure 
wind t unne/. 
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At@ of atkck, a, degrees Vnt m,G , 

(al G  Ha, (2 en. 
Figure 3? The &feet of /he tailing-edge plain flap on the oero@na& characfetis~ks of the 

wkg with the sharp-ridge c#oflle. R, qOOiJOO0 , M, 0.30. 
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figure Z- The effecf of fbe combinafion of the leading-edge ffap and fhe fraifhg- edge sgli flap on the 

aerodynamic characferfsfics of fhe wing. R,3~lwpoO ; AI, 0.30 
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Figure /OF The effscl of the ffops on the lift-drag ratio. R, 3,,000,000; M, 03.2 
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